Login to the TACC User Portal

Log in with TACC

Log in with UT System

portal.tacc.utexas.edu
Auto-Detected Existing TACC Account

We’ve found an existing TACC account with the same email address as your University of Texas at Austin account!

Please log in to your TACC account to proceed. This will connect your University of Texas at Austin account with your TACC account.

You will only have to do this one time. After connecting your accounts, when you log in with your University of Texas at Austin account you will be immediately redirected to the User Portal.

Connect your University of Texas at Austin account

Please log in to your TACC account.

TACC Username

TACC Password

ิForget your password?

Connect Account  Cancel

If you are having problems connecting your accounts, please contact the Help Desk and we will get things sorted out for you!
Welcome, John Smith! You've successfully logged in with your UT System/University of Texas at Austin account, but a matching TACC Account was not found. It may be that you have an existing TACC Account, but with a different email address, or you may not have an account.

I have a TACC Account

If you already have a TACC Account click here to log in and connect your UT System Institutional account with your TACC Account.

Create a TACC Account

If you don't already have a TACC Account, click here to create one.
Link UTRC to Existing TACC Account

UTRC  The University of Texas Research Cyberinfrastructure

Please log in to your TACC account to proceed. This will connect your University of Texas at Austin account with your TACC account.

You will only have to do this one time. After connecting your accounts, when you log in with your University of Texas at Austin account you will be immediately redirected to the User Portal.

Connect your University of Texas at Austin account

Please log in to your TACC account.

TACC Username

TACC Password  ❔ Forget your password?

Connect Account  Cancel

If you are having problems connecting your accounts, please contact the Help Desk and we will get things sorted out for you!
Create New TACC Account 1/2

UTRC  The University of Texas Research Cyberinfrastructure

Name
John Smith

Institution
University of Texas at Austin

Email address
jqsmith@tacc.utexas.edu

Phone number
555-555-1234

Country of Citizenship
United States

TACC Username
jsmith

☐ I am PI Eligible

In order to create projects and manage allocations you must be PI Eligible. This means that you are a member of Faculty or Research Staff or other equivalent research position. TACC Resources and the UTDR are provided for research purposes. Use of these resources must conform to the Acceptable Use Policy.

Acceptable Use: By submitting this form you assert that all of the above information is correct and true and that you accept the terms of the Acceptable Use Policy.

Create Account  Cancel
UTRC The University of Texas Research Cyberinfrastructure
Welcome, John Smith!
You've successfully created an account and logged in with your University of Texas at Austin EID!
You TACC Username is: jsmith

1 Accessing TACC Resources Directly

If you will need to access TACC resources directly, e.g., ssh, you will need to log out and set your TACC password.
Your UT System EID/password is NOT the same as your TACC username/password, and cannot be used to log in to TACC resources.

Setting a TACC password is not required. You can continue to log in to the TACC User Portal using your UT System EID even after setting you TACC password.

Set TACC Password

Go to the User Portal
SSH Software

Windows

PuTTY – Good, lightweight SSH client

Secure Shell Client 3.2.9 – Good client, has graphical interface for file transfer

Both free to download from the web

Mac / Linux

Terminal (part of the OS)
Text Editor for Remote Files

**Windows**

Notepad++
notepad-plus-plus.org

**Mac**

Text Wrangler
www.barebones.com
File Transfer Client

- Cyberduck – http://cyberduck.ch/